DELFIN CHANGELOG
LATEST
VERSION 8.90

CHANGES FROM VERSION 8.89
New Features:
» New Document Rules:
If the “Use override net salary” setting in Setup > Control > Affordability > Use affordability is on then
the new document rules will show in loan document setup.
Setting in control:

Figure 1: Override Net salary

New rules available under Setup > Loans > Loan documents

Figure 2: Gross -Stat (Net Calculated)

-Gross – Stat (Nett Calculated): will only print when the affordability was completed normally and
the nett override was not used while creating a loan
-Nett Salary Override: will only print when the nett override function was used while creating a new
loan
-If the control setting is switched off and there are still documents that is linked to these rules then
those documents will always print regardless of what the setting was
» New Refund Options:
-Refund options are available under Setup > General > Control > Transaction > Refund Options
which can be enabled and disabled

Figure 3: Refund Option
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Only the enabled refund options will be displayed in the Client > Refund Client screen

Figure 4: Refund Option on Client Profile

-If no refund options have been enabled, then a message will be displayed informing the client
that they have no active refund options.

Figure 5: No Active Refund Option Message box

» New Settings for Cashbox transactions
Options are available under Setup > General > Control > Cashbox which can be enabled and
disabled

Figure 6: Cashbox Transaction
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The settings are:
1. Allow Bank Cash on Cashbox,
-This setting will enable/disable the bank cash option under the cashbox menu

Figure 7: Bank Cash

It will also show/hide the bank cash transaction type when doing a Cashbox/Paypoint transaction
2. Allow Cheques on cashbox
-This setting will enable/disable all cheque transactions from the cashbox menu

Figure 8: Cheque Transactions

-It will also show/hide the cheque transaction type when doing a Cashbox/Paypoint transaction
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3. Allow EFT on cashbox
-This setting will enable disable EFT transactions from the cashbox menu

Figure 9: Electronic Funds Transfer

-It will also show/hide the EFT transaction type when doing a Cashbox/Paypoint transaction

» A new startup notification type has been added for prescribing loans

Figure 10: Loan Prescription

A new permission is available per user to receive this notification on startup under
Users> Notifications> Receive system startup notifications> Get prescribing loan notifications

Figure 11: Get Prescribing Loans

-The system will once a day get the prescribing loan count from the SOS server and store it in CCI_
CREDIT_CHECK.PRESCRIBED_COUNT and store the last day checked in CCI_CREDIT_CHECK.PRESCRIBED_
TIMESTAMP.
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- If the count is -1, it means the last check was unsuccessful and will be retried at the next opportunity.
- The check will fail silently.
- The permission is off by default
- The notification screen:

Figure 12: Notification Screen

- To update the prescribing loans, you can click on the menu item
Affordability Check > Update bureau prescribing accounts.
- If you have permission to receive the prescribing notification, then you will be able to view the
prescribing accounts.
- There is an additional user setting (Can change status of prescribing loans) that allows the user to
update the prescribing account’s status.

Figure 13: Change Status of Prescribing Loans

- The following screen will display all prescribing loans.

Figure 14: Prescribing Loans

- The user will have the option to put the loan in one of the following two statuses:
- Prescribing: All bureaus will be notified that this loan went into prescribing status.
- Legal interruption: You need to specify the date when an account was legally interrupted. All
bureaus will be notified about the legal interruption and the date it happened on.
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